HANDPAINTED NAPKINS

SUPPLIES
- plain cloth napkins, ironed flat
- fabric paints (colours of choice)
- fabric liner (black)
- rubber stamp of chosen design
- black inkipad
- fine paintbrush
- sheet of scrap cardboard

STEPS

1. Place cardboard behind fabric to absorb paint seeping through. Lightly dab the stamp onto the inkipad and stamp faintly onto the napkin. Note: This step can be omitted if you are confident in free handing the design.

2. Using fine fabric liner, trace over the faint stamp design & write a personal message. Allow to dry.

3. Use a fine brush and fabric paint to fill in the picture. Dilute paint with water for easier application. Allow to dry. Paint will soften after each wash.

Tip: If you cannot find decent stamps, simply stick a wooden lazer cut scrapbook decal onto a small block of wood and use as a stamp.